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Introduction
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason.
Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be
downloaded from OCR.
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Paper H072/01 series overview
As with previous series, the most successful candidates were those who were most clearly intimately
familiar with the texts they have studied, were prepared to discuss them in analytical detail, and when
required were able think freshly about them in the light of the question. Both the Shakespeare and
Poetry questions carry a high AO2 weighting, and candidates who do not to get down to specifics
regarding how writers use techniques to create effects are not giving themselves the best chance of high
marks. This is particularly challenging in the Shakespeare question where candidates do not have the
text in the examination room; however, some candidates were able to discuss Shakespeare’s linguistic
and structural methods with sophistication and nuance. Lower ability responses lapsed into plot recount,
and these essays became very general in nature.
Perhaps reflecting the high AO2 weighting on both sections, candidates were often very keen to use
literary and linguistic terminology. When done well this gave a real clarity and precision to analysis.
However, a basic point made using terminology is still a basic point. An example one examiner noted
was typical of a rather unsubtle use of AO2 which was much seen:
‘The transitive dynamic verb “kiss” conveys Caliban’s admiration for Stephano.’

In this example, the fact that ‘kiss’ is a verb is probably not the most interesting thing to say about
Caliban’s repeated offer to Stephano, ‘I will kiss thy foot’. This kind of insistent attention to word classes
was often not particularly helpful in showing understanding of writers’ effects, and in some cases the
word class was incorrectly identified.
Examiners have noted a few areas where written expression (AO1) was awkward or sometimes
inaccurate. Specific examples that were much seen included the redundant preposition ‘of’ in phrases
such as ‘The play of The Tempest’ and a high number of references to poems in Section 2 as ‘plays’. It’s
also worth reminding candidates that a word can ‘connote’ or have ‘connotations of’ something, but
cannot have ‘connotations to’ or ‘connote to’ something. While such slips alone certainly do not lead a
response to a low mark, they can, in some cases, detract from the thrust of the argument or analysis.
Most responses were well-structured and focused, with effective paragraphing. This was especially true
of Section 1, where candidates made good use of the AO5 prompt quotation in the question as the basis
of their argument. The ‘deflected response’ which has been noted in previous series was not much in
evidence this time. Sometimes very lengthy work would have benefited from more detailed planning
before beginning on the answer. In terms of developing a clear structure (AO1), the paragraph opener
‘Another way in which writer x presents theme y’, especially if used several times in an essay, usually
suggests a ‘listing’ approach to the answer rather than a developed cohesive argument. In approaching
Section 2 candidates are encouraged to be discriminating in the evidence they use from the set poem to
support their points, considering they do not have time to perform a ‘line-by-line’ analysis and also make
links to the wider poem/collection. A large number of responses, particularly to the Rossetti, were
insistently chronological in approach to the poem/passage given.
AO5 in Section 1 was often greatly enhanced by detailed reference to theatrical and cinematic versions,
with a real sense of these plays being experienced, not just studied. Named critics (AO5) are most
effectively integrated into arguments when what they say is tested against the text itself. There was a
tendency to take a critical view on an issue as the end of the debate, leading to arguments broadly akin
to ‘critic x says “Angelo is actually a victim in Measure for Measure”, so therefore Angelo can’t be
considered “unpleasant”.’ A more fruitful course of action might be to discuss how far the text itself, in the
candidate’s view, supports this critical view of Angelo.
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It should be noted that context (AO3) is ‘light touch’ on this paper, worth 10% of marks for each question.
In the light of this, long digressive contextual discussions are unlikely to help an answer maintain its
focus. There were still a relatively large number of historical misnomers, with the use of ‘Victorian’ to
mean ‘any historical period before the current one’ being noted by many examiners. The best answers
used context as a way of deepening their analysis of the text itself, for example linking the frequent
olfactory images in Paradise Lost to Milton’s blindness. Students are clearly being encouraged to
consider the contexts of reception for texts and how these may change over time – with one examiner
noting this nicely tentative example from a response on Rossetti:
“Rossetti’s freedom may have made a Victorian reader sympathetic towards her as she was
never able to fulfil the role of a Victorian woman by becoming a wife and mother, however a
modern reader may admire her for putting her religion first and choosing not to marry and they
may see her as an empowered woman.”
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Section 1 overview
Overall there was a pleasing sense that candidates were engaging with Shakespeare’s work in a
personal way. Considering the closed-book nature of this section of the examination there was
impressive evidence of close textual knowledge on display in the majority of answers. As one examiner
noted:
Able candidates show us that conventional quotation plus comment is not necessary to show
familiarity with a text, for example:
“By the time (Ophelia) appears in the flower scene, Polonius has died, Laertes is, to her
knowledge, in France, and Hamlet has been sent to England. As such all three watchmen of
her chastity are absent.”

As noted in earlier series, candidates are advised to be somewhat tentative in the assumptions they
make about Elizabethan and Jacobean audiences. As one examiner noted:
Elizabethans and Jacobeans may have lived in a more patriarchal society than our own, but
ideas such as ‘Angelo’s attempt to rape Isabella would not have been seen as hypocritical by
a Jacobean audience’ or ‘An Elizabethan audience would not have seen Hamlet’s behaviour
towards Ophelia as wrong’ are not helpful or accurate.

The structure of the questions in Section 1 helps facilitate candidates’ AO5 response through the prompt
critical quotation given. Many candidates made excellent use of these quotations, with their answers
having a sense of fresh thinking about the play in the light of it. ‘Deflected’ responses were not common,
but were still to be found, particularly in Hamlet answers, with one examiner commenting, ‘essays on
revenge in Hamlet appeared a few times, with limited attempts to link revenge to the qualities of an
effective king.’

Question 1 (a)

Responses to Coriolanus were extremely rare; however, some highly impressive work was seen. This
was the slightly more popular question. The small number of responses seen on this question generally
showed a very secure sense of context, such as Roman notions of honour, and showed strong textual
awareness, for example in critically supporting arguments which demonstrated both the people’s often
rather mercurial attitudes and Coriolanus’ contemptuous view of ‘the rabble’.
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Question 1 (b)

A very little-tackled question. The script extract below discussing potential homoerotic aspects of the
relationship between Coriolanus and Tullus Aufidius cogently (AO1) moves from precise consideration of
methods (AO2) to consideration of the play in performance (A05). It is a very good example of how AOs
can be integrated into a fluent argument.

Exemplar 1

Question 2 (a)

The slightly less popular question on by far the most popular Shakespeare text option. Most candidates
found this question accessible and developed well-supported arguments (AO1) that typically offered a
‘survey’ approach which considered different models of kingship in the play (Old Hamlet, Fortinbras,
Claudius) and compared them with the theoretical kingship of Hamlet himself. In terms of context (AO3),
a number of candidates saw the play as a direct response to King James; however, the very latest
possible date for Hamlet is 1602, making it a late-Elizabethan play. Many candidates effectively made
the case for Claudius being a rather effective king in terms of his diplomatic and rhetorical skills. One
candidate memorably made the case for Claudius being a kind of decisive ‘CEO’ who is ‘turning round’ a
failing ‘rotten’ state.
7
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Question 2 (b)

A very much-seen response. Clearly many candidates were pleased to see a question on Ophelia. A
good number of candidates felt, challenging the question, that in sanity there was actually much that was
interesting about Ophelia’s character in terms of what it reveals about Elizabethan attitudes to gender,
although some of these contextual points (AO3) were rather sweeping in nature. One examiner noted
‘Candidates who engaged with the ‘more interesting to the audience than…’ part of the question came
up with some great alternative ideas about what ‘interesting’ might mean, including ideas about
voyeurism, shock, a misogynistic fascination with seeing a woman lose control’. A number of useful
references were made to the 2008 Doran production (AO5) supporting the view that Ophelia, premadness, is rather more than a passive victim, with a number of candidates recalling the moment from
the production where Ophelia undermines her brother’s pious advice regarding the value of chastity
before leaving for France by pointing out a packet of condoms concealed in his luggage. Many
candidates noted the contrast between Ophelia’s genuine madness and Hamlet’s ‘antic disposition’ and
were ready to discuss the way her madness could be seen as a form of liberation. A number of critical
perspectives were given, with many candidates making good use of Elaine Showalter’s (AO5) article on
Ophelia from the British Library website. The script extract below shows nice ‘light touch’ integration of
literary context (AO3) with an interesting and concise comparison of Ophelia’s language (AO2) in
‘madness’ with ‘Poor Tom’ from King Lear.

Exemplar 2
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Question 3 (a)

This was a very rarely tackled question, despite a reasonable number of candidates overall answering
on Measure for Measure. Those that did tackle the question often made useful reference to Biblical
notions of justice and mercy (A03) echoed in the title of the play, and by the Duke in the final scene.
Higher ability candidates were able to usefully use the verb ‘explores’ from the question (AO5) to think
about how the play, in terms of its identity as a comedy or tragedy (AO3) and its presentation of mercy
and punishment, ‘explores’ issues without ever reaching a clear sense of resolution.

Question 3 (b)

By far the more popular of the two Measure for Measure options, and candidates in general were wellprepared for a question on Angelo. Angelo had a good number of astute defenders for his behaviour
(AO5) – offering such arguments as his self-professed doubts about his suitability for the role of interim
leader, and the way his sexual desires seem to genuinely shock and surprise him. Candidates often
talked very relevantly about other behaviours which might challenge Angelo’s hypocrisy in terms of
‘unpleasantness’ – such as the Duke’s abdication of responsibility and Isabella’s arguably excessive
piety. However, in some cases these arguments led to Angelo becoming a rather peripheral figure in his
own question (AO1).
The script extract below is an example of a candidate clearly very familiar with the play and who is able
to make telling use of the contrasting ways Angelo is presented as the play progresses (AO2), with
effective reference to context of Puritanism (AO3) and performance (AO5).
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Question 4 (a)

A relatively uncommon choice of play – with this by far the most common question candidates opted for.
There was much good work with detailed analysis (AO2) of Richard’s brutally ironic duality in how he
talks about his family to their face and to the audience. There was plenty of evidence of detailed
knowledge of the complex family relationships presented in the play – with this often being connected to
the History genre (AO3). One examiner noted that ‘the loyalty of the members of the House of Lancaster
was sometimes connected to the play’s purpose as propaganda, but the opportunity to write about this,
and the play’s loyalty to the Tudors, was often missed’. The script extract below shows an impressive
ability to build detailed purposeful analysis of language (AO2) into a detailed argument about how
Richard and an audience’s reaction to him changes across the play (AO5) with a telling link to context
(AO3).

Exemplar 4
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Question 4 (b)

A very rarely answered question; with most candidates being of the view that Buckingham is mainly a foil
for Richard rather than a fully developed character. One examiner noted, ‘candidates engaged with
Buckingham’s obsequiousness and made plenty out of his moment of realisation ‘Made I him king for
this?’.

Question 5 (a)

A popular choice of play, with this being the most popular question. One issue was that a minority of
candidates did not read the question in detail, saw a word they liked (in this case ‘power’) and responded
to a statement (‘The Tempest celebrates power, and the value of education’) which is somewhat different
from the one that was in front of them. This led to discussion of issues such as colonialism, patriarchy
and Jacobean notions of magic which, while interesting, were often not linked to the presentation of
education in the play. It is worth reiterating the importance of being very clear about the wording of the
question. Good responses considered the question’s theme of education in an interestingly broad way to
include aspects such as characters’ increased self-awareness, for example, Prospero’s enigmatic
willingness at the end to ‘Acknowledge’ Caliban and his ‘darkness’ as something that belongs to him.
Some interesting work challenged the notion of the play ‘celebrating’ education and questioned whether
books should indeed be ‘prized above’ a Dukedom, as Prospero’s bookish lack of vigilance enabled a
power-grab. Additionally, candidates noted that the ‘education’ Caliban receives from Miranda and
Prospero could be seen as cultural imperialism (AO5) – with Caliban’s native tongue dismissed as a
‘most brutish…gabble’.
The script extract below develops an interesting comparison of the educations of Miranda and Caliban
with thoughtful links to context (AO3) and language analysis (AO2). Nb. The reference to Shakespeare
as a ‘Victorian’ writer shows that this misapprehension was shared by many candidates, including very
able ones.
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Question 5 (b)

A somewhat less popular question. Lower ability work used the quotation in the question as a
springboard for a straightforward narrative account of how each of the three characters contributes to the
plot of The Tempest. Higher ability work often particularly excelled in terms of AO5, with one examiner
noting, ‘Knowledge of Caliban gave rise to some superb postcolonial readings and the depth of
knowledge about colonisation was often impressive. Marxist readings of Stephano and Trinculo,
especially Stephano’s plan to sell Caliban, were interesting.’ Most candidates were of the view that the
prompt quotation was a reductive way of seeing the trio and made a strong case for their wider
contributions to themes of colonialism, to the play’s ambiguous genre, and as an ironic comic double of
Sebastian/Antonio’s assassination plot.

Question 6 (a)

A reasonably popular text choice, with this question by some distance the most popular. Most candidates
managed to discuss all named characters with Malvolio being the dominant figure in the majority of
responses; one examiner noting ‘Malvolio proved fruitful, and analysis of ‘the whole pack of you’ was
abundant’. One candidate interestingly made the case that this remark is directed to an audience guilty
of taking sadistic pleasure in Malvolio’s suffering. Higher ability responses realised that this was as much
a question about structure (AO2) as about character. They discussed the ending interestingly in the
context of the genre of comedy and the notion of twelfth night being a liminal point marking the ending of
a period of revelry and a return to normality. It is a reasonable approach to contextualise a character’s
function at the ending in the light of their development across the play; however, some less successful
responses made very little reference to the ending and developed a more general ‘character study’.
The script extract below develops a concise and well-supported analysis of Antonio that successfully
links his wider function to his ‘unhappy’ ending:
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Question 6 (b)

This less popular question was often tackled well, with answers showing impressive textual knowledge in
supporting their argument. Generally speaking candidates had an unfavourable view of Sir Toby, noting
his capacity for cruelty and manipulation in the treatment of Malvolio and Sir Andrew, and how this sits
somewhat uneasily within the genre of comedy (AO3). His defenders noted seemingly genuine affection
for Maria and, less obviously, Olivia, with one examiner noting that his poor houseguest behaviour was
sometimes seen as ‘actually his way of caring for his niece’ in distracting her from her grief.
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Section 2 overview
Some highly impressive close reading of this challenging poetry was seen by all examiners. Narrative or
descriptive approaches were relatively unusual, with the majority of candidates aware of the need to
focus on poets’ methods.
Overall, there is still some work to be done in many cases in getting the balance correct between the set
poem or passage and the wider collection or poem. Around 65-70% of the response should deal with the
passage or poem on the paper, with 35-30% on connections. A number of candidates were keen to
spend the majority of their essay discussing connecting poems with which they were evidently more
comfortable.
In a significant minority of cases Section 2 work was considerably shorter and less developed than
Section 1. Candidates are advised to spend an equal amount of time on each section, reflecting the
equal number of marks available.

OCR support

Teacher Delivery Guides are available for all of the AS poetry set texts.
These can be found under the ‘Planning and teaching’ section of the AS
English Literature webpage: http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-levelgce/as-a-level-gce-english-literature-h072-h472-from-2015/planning-andteaching/#as-level

Question 7

Chaucer was in a clear second place in terms of popularity for Section 2. A striking feature of responses
was secure and apposite linking to elsewhere in the poem (AO4) to deepen analysis. Most candidates
understood the ironic tone of the extract, with many contrasting it to the Merchant’s very adjacent
description of his own wife as ‘a shrewe at al’ in the Prologue (AO4). There was much well-informed
analysis of Chaucer’s methods (AO2) – such as the Edenic metaphor ‘paradys terreste’, with many
noting the foreshadowing of January’s garden implicit here. Many candidates were keen to point out that
the text is a product of an anti-feminist medieval culture (AO3) although often candidates didn’t consider
that Chaucer may be satirising these attitudes. Often more successful candidates were attuned to the
comedy of the extract in the light of the content of the tale itself.
The script extract below is a very good example of effective analysis of the extract (AO2) combined with
apposite cross-linking (AO4) and this candidate even draws on their knowledge of another of The
Canterbury Tales:
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Question 8

The third most popular poetry option in Section 2. Candidates generally seemed very well-prepared for
this task and confidently linked the presentation of Death here to the Fall in Book 9, and indeed the
prelapsarian world before that. A good deal of detailed analysis (AO2) was seen of Milton’s use of
prosodic features, such as sibilance (‘So saying, with delight he snuffed the smell / Of mortal change on
earth’) which was often connected to Satan’s and his followers’ later humiliating transformation into
snakes. The richly sensory nature of the language of the extract was sometimes interestingly connected
to Milton’s blindness (AO3). Many candidates had a secure sense of Paradise Lost as an epic poem and
discussed features such as epic simile. However, it was unusual, even in higher ability responses, to see
candidates engaging with the effects of Milton’s choices of allusion in the extract, such as how the power
of Death’s stare is rendered dramatic and supernatural through the ‘Gorgonian rigor’ it creates in the
bridge.
The script extract below demonstrates the candidate’s skill in seeing key vocabulary in the passage
(AO2) as linking to wider patterns and motifs in the extract and wider poem (AO4).

Exemplar 8
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Question 9

Reponses on Coleridge were rare, with most examiners reporting seeing few, if any. Most candidates
were well-focused on the theme of nature; however, in some cases this led to quite extensive discussion
of conventions of Romanticism (AO3) which somewhat diluted close analytical focus on the
representation of nature in the given passage. Students were often able to talk effectively about the
lyricism of the passage, and good levels of personal engagement were seen. Students had a wide-range
of possible comparison poems, with ‘The Nightingale’ and ‘Kubla Khan’ featuring most often.

Question 10

Reponses on Maud were extremely rare, however, some higher ability and literary work was seen, as
evidenced by the script extract below which displays a hugely impressed knowledge of text and context,
linking both into a cogent whole:
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Question 11

The runaway winner in terms of popularity, well over half of the Section 2 responses were on Rossetti.
As might be expected, the question facilitated responses from right across the range of marks. Higher
ability responses embraced the prompt of ‘a playful speaking voice’ with aplomb and explored the
poem’s subtle humour and enigmatic nature with precision and skill. Less secure candidates gave little
or no consideration to ‘playfulness’ instead developed generalised narrative discussion and often had an
insistent biographical reading of the poem (AO3). Candidates were often thoughtful in terms of links,
focusing on the relative atypicality of the poem’s playful tone (AO4). One examiner noted ‘links to poems
which shared a theme or idea but used a different voice to present it, like the melancholy presentation of
privacy and possession in ‘Shut Out’, were fruitful.’
The script extract below shows excellent AO4 skill in bringing two Rossetti poems into interesting and
focused dialogue with one another:
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